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1. IKTR~DLXTI~N 
The aim of this paper is to construct a class of principal left ideal domains 
(pli-domains, for short) and show that these domains provide counter- 
examples to some problems which wcrc open or only partially settled. 
We recall a definition. If  A is an arbitrary ring, the transfinite powers of A 
are defined as follows: Al -=- A; if a is a nonlimit ordinal, say pi _=~ /3 -1 1, 
then A* L A . Aa; if a is a limit ordinal then A’ n,:.,, AD. \Vith this 
definition N. Jacobson [Z4] proved the following thewenr: 
“Let R be a left Noetherian ring \vith Jacobson radical 1. There exists an 
ordinal 7 such that /’ :m (0)“. 5 . incc the ordinal T in this theorem depends 
upon the ring R, there naturally arises the probicm of deciding whether there 
exists an ordinal a: which works for a11 left Noetherian rings. Esampies of 
commutative local Koetherian domains shoiv that if sucll an ordinal Y exists, 
it can not be a finite ordinal. Thus the first possible candidate for such an 
ordinal e is w, the first transfinite ordinal. It is well-known that Y 0, \vorks 
for the class of commutative Noetlwian rings. ([.?Y]; p. 2 16). ‘I’hc foilwing 
assertion is usually referred to as ~~ncoh.sotr’s conjeciwr: 
“If K is a left Xoetherian ring with Jacobson radical ,/ then 1” (0)” 
I. N. Hcrstein [13] and independentI\ the presi-:lt author [I61 ha\-c con- 
structcd esamplcs to show that the conjecture is not twe. In [I 71, \ce 
constructed a pli-domain Ii in which I’,> :--1 (0). El O\LC\ CT, these cxamplc.; 
do not refute the existence of an ordinal (1 v, Irich \vould work as a11 indc.< 
of nilpotcncy for the Jacobson radical of an arbitrary Xoctherian ring; the.? 
only show that or) does not work. Tn this ppcr \ve settlc the problem b! 
showing that for ever-y ordinal :k, there c:;ists a local pli-domain I\’ v,ith 
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Ja + (0). This answers some related questions raised in ([13]; [22]; [IO], 
ch. 5, p. 24). 
Ii. E. Johnson [I91 has considered unique factorization of elements of 
finite dimension in a pli-domain. He states that he does not have an example 
of a pli-domain containing a nonzero element of infinite dimension, although 
conceivably such domains exist. VVe construct such examples in the present 
paper. See also ([8], [17]). We also answer in the negative a question of 1,. RI. 
Cohn [6] as to whether every left fir has to be a noncommutative UFD. 
The problem of existence of a right primitive ring which is not left primitive 
was raised by r\;. Jacobson ([15], p. 4 and 255) an answered in the negative d 
by G. &I. Bergman [2]. We have some more examples of this kind. It may- 
be of interest to note that our examples arc pli-domains. 
In [o], P. RI. Cohn asks whether every left fir is a right fir. Subsequently, he 
has constructed a counter-example [7]. We provide some more. 
H. Cartan and S. Eilenberg [4] had asked whether every left hereditary 
ring is also a right hereditary ring. I. Kaplansky [20] and subsequently 
L. \V. Small ([27], [28]) and I’. iLI. Cohn [7] have given examples elf left 
hereditary rings which are not right hereditary. ‘The greatest known difference 
between the left and the right global dimension of a ring appears to be 2. 
([ZS], [Is]). _“ow, it is well-known that if one of the left and right global 
dimensions is zero, then also is the other. Thus left-right asymmetry of global 
dimensions is possible only when both dimensions are nonzero. It is also 
known [I] that f.~,- a left Soetherian ring I?, 
1. gl. dim K < r. gl. dim R. 
WC construct z.\amples to show the follo\\ing: if 0 .:: wz ‘< II + a, thcrc 
exists a left Noetherian domain R such that 1. gl. dim K = wz and 
r. gl. dim R =: II. 
In ([12], p. 75), I. IX. Herstein states that (a statement equivalent to) the 
following is highly likely to be true: every non-semi-prime primary ph-ring 
is left and right Artinian. We have given in [17] a (rather uncomplicated) 
example to show that the conjecture is false. Taking appropriate factor rings 
of the local domains constructed in 94 (and denoted by P), it is easy to see 
that there exist non-semi-prim e completely primary pli-rings containing a 
descending chain of tn.-o-sided ideals of an arbitrary ordinal ty’pe. 
We briefly describe the layout of the paper. 93 contains the construction 
of required domains. In $4, we prove that the domains constructed in $3 and 
domains obtained from these by localization ha\-e properties required to 
establish our claims. 92 contains basic definitions and preliminaries needed in 
93 and $4. 
Our construction given in $3 is couched in the terminology of monoids. 
However, it is not difficult to see that we are in fact constructing certain 
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noncommutative polynomial rings with ‘binomial’ relations; these relations 
are messy to describe even though not difficult to see through our description. 
The reader may find the first step given in [17] of some help. 
As our aim in the present paper is to construct some examples, we have 
avoided developing results more general than immediately needed. However, 
it may be worthwhile to note that properties of local pli-domains P obtained 
in Theorems 4.6 and 4.10 hold for all local $-domains and that the domains 
R of 94 have a transfinite left dkision algorithm. These results suggest that 
the domains constructed are far from unusual. 
2. All rings are supposed to have unity. ,411 subrings and ring 
homomorphisms are unitary. Same conventions hold for monoids (i.e., semi- 
groups with unity.) 
A domain is a ring which has no nonzero divisors. If  A is a domain, A* 
denotes the multiplicative monoid of nonzero elements of A and b.(A) 
denotes the group of units of A *. Notice that in a domain A, ab == I implies 
a, b E C(A). 
Suppose D is a subdomain of a domain R. Suppose x is an element of R 
such that every nonzero element of R can be uniquely expressed in the form 
(1) 
where m and 7zi (i := O,..., 111) are nonnegative integers, 0 :< tz,, < ... < ?z,,, 
and d,,, E D* (z’ =- O,..., m). Further suppose, for every L! E D, there exists 
(a unique) d’ E D such that 
xd =-- d’x. 
It is clear that the mapping p : D + D given by p(d) :mm n’ is a monomorphism. 
In the situation described above, R is called a left twisted polynomial extension 
of D, x is called the indeterminate in R over D and p is called the multiplication 
monomorphism determined by x. We evpress this in symbols as R : D[x, p]. 
It is clear that the choice of x need not be unique. However, we shall have 
no occasion to change indcterminates and shall treat x and p as if they are 
uniquely determined by R and D. 
The unique expression of the form (I ) for a nonzero element of R is called 
its standard form. The standard form of 0 is assumed to be 0. The degree 
of an element of R can be defined in an obvious manner using (1). It is clear the 
deg fg = degf -f- deg g (2) 
holds for everyf, g E R. 
Domains of the type D[x, p] were considered by Ore [23]. 
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Let D be a domain and AI be a submonoid of D”. M is said to be :a left 
localizable monoid in D if for every (a, d) E M x D* there exists 
(a,, 4) E N x D* such that 
a,d = d,a. (3) 
A domain D is called a left Ore domain if D* is a left localizable monoid 
in D. 
THEOREM 2.1. If  N is a left localkable monoid in a domain D then there 
exists a domain I? containing D as a subdomain such that X cl c(D) and every 
element of i? can be expressed (in at least one way) as aa’d with a E AI, n’~ D. 
Further, D is uniquely determined by D and -%I upto an isomorphism zchich is 
trivial on D. 
If  lJ : D - D is a monomorphism with a(M) C M then CJ can be uniquely 
extended to a monomorphism 0 : D ---f D. 
Proof. The construction of ,!? is a modification of the corresponding 
commutative situation cf. ([29], p. 47). (3) is used for getting ‘common 
denominators’. For details, see ([.?I, p. 162). The other assertion is trivi.al. 
We shall denote D by DM . If  D is a left Ore domain, Do, is clearly a 
skew field called the left quotient skew field of D. 
PROPOSITIOK 2.2. Let M be a left localizable monoid in a domain D. For 
arbitrary a, , . . , a,) E M, there exist d1 ,.. ., d,, E D* and a E A6 such that 
a = d,ai (i =- l,..., n). 
Proof. For n = 1, the proposition is clear. Assume that dr ,..., d+r E D* 
and 2~ M exist such that a = d,a, , i = l,..., n - 1. There exist b E M, 
d, E D* such that ba = d,a, ; p ut a = ba and observe that a E M. Set 
di = bdi for i = I,..., n - 1. This completes the induction and concludes 
the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let R = D[x, p] be a domain. Let M be a left locahable 
monoid in D such that p(M) _C M. Then M is a left localizable monoid in R. 
Proof. We have to show that for every a E ilf andg = Ed,xi E R* (d, E D), 
there exist a’ E M, h = .Zdixi E R* (di E D) such that a’g == ha. Degree for- 
mula (2) shows that deg g = deg h = n say. A simplification using xd : = p(d)x 
shows that 
a’d, = djpi(a) (4) 
must hold for i -= O,..., n. It thus suffices to prove existence of a’ E M, 
d: t D (i = O,..., n) satisfying (4). 
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Since p(dl) C M and 111 is left localizable in D, there exist a; ,..., ~6 E JI 
and r,, ,..., c,, E D such that 
a;dL z cLpyu), i -= o,..., n. 
By Proposition 2.2, there esist h, ,..., b, t II and a’ t 111 such that a’ = b,ai , 
i = 0 ,..., II. Thus equations (4) hold with d, ~ b,c, , i ~~ 0 ,..., II. This 
proves the proposition. 
PKOFOSITION 2.4. R = D[x, p] is a left Ore domain if D is n left Ore 
domain. 
i+oof. Since D* is left localizable in D and p(fI*) C Dx, Proposition 2.3 
shows that 121 = D* is left localizable in R. Let L be the left quotient skew 
field of D and p” : L -L be the unique extension of p to L. It is then easy to 
see that RM e L[x, p]. It is well-known (and easy to see) that L[x, p”] is a left 
Ore domain. Let yr , y2 E R*. As R,v is left Ore, there exist a!, p E RL such 
that CYY~ == /IY~ . However, we may express 01, /3 as a-If, a--rg respectively 
where n t II* and f, g, E R*. Thus frl _ gr, and R is left Ore domain. 
For an alternative proof, see [9]. 
.A domain D is a principal left ideal domain, pZi-domain for short, if every 
left ideal is of the form Dd, d E D. 
THEOREhl 2.5. R = D[x, p] is a p&-domain if and only if D is a pli-domain 
and p(Dx) C U(D). 
Proof. Suppose R is a pli-domain. Clearly Rx is an ideal of R and 
R/Rx g D so that D is a pli-domain. 
Let d E D* be an arbitrary element. Then 
Rd $- Rx == Rf 
holds for some f t R”. The degree rule (2) shows that f  E D* since 
d E Rf n D*. Also, s =- gffor someg E R with degg =-~ 1. Letg = g,x -1. go , 
g, , g,, t D, g1 f  0. Then 
x -= gf = g,.xf + g,,f - glp(f).z: T gof. 
The assumed uniqueness of form (1) in R shows that 
1 == &Pm. 
Since f  E Rd + Rx, f  -= Fd + GX for some P, G E R. Comparing constant 
terms in the standard form of both sides, we get 
f  L= a’d, u’ E D*. 
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Consequently, 
1 = &P@‘) P(d) 
and p(d) s U(D). Thus p(D”) C U(D). 
Conversely suppose D is a pli-domain and p(P) C L;(D). Let 1 be a non- 
zero left ideal of R, 1z the least degree of nonzero elements in 1, L the subset of 
D consisting of zero together with the leading coefficients of elements of degree 
?z in I when written in the standard form. Clearly, L is a non-zero left ideal 
of D, say Dd = L. Letf be an element of degree n in E with leading coefficient 
d in the standard form. Since [p(d)]-r of is a manic in its standard form, 
and has degree n + 1, it follows that for every g E 2, there exists 1~ E R such 
that deg (g - hf) ,( n. Since every polynomial of degree n in I is easily seen 
to be in Rf, we have 1 = Rf. This completes the proof. 
We shall require the following generalization of left twisted polynomial 
extensions. 
Suppose D is a subdomain of a domain R. For some ordinal 01 > 1, 
suppose {RB : /3 < a} is a set of subdomains of R satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) D = R,; R = uoia: R,. 
(ii) for 0 < P -=c 01, R, = (UycB RJLG , pd. 
Then R is called a generalized left twisted polynomial extension of D; 
{RB : /3 < a} is called the chain of twisted subdomains from D to R and 
x = {XB : 0 < p < a> is called the set of indeterminates in R over D. Again, 
we shall ignore the possibility of changing indeterminates and treat them as 
if they are uniquely determined by R and D. The situation shall be expressed 
symbolically as R = D[x, , p. : 0 < p < CX]. For convenience, we put 
&3 = Uv<B R, = D[x, , pY : 0 < y  < /I]. 
We can introduce a standard form for elements of 
R = D[x, , p. : 0 < ,6 < cx]. 
As usual, a product over an empty indexing set shall stand for 1. A nonzero 
element of R is in the standard form when it is expressed as 
where m and ni (i = O,..., m) are nonnegative integers, d, E D* (z’ = 0, ..,,, m), 
cqj (j = l,..., ni) are ordinals such that 0 < iyil < ... < mini for every i 
and the sequences (ail ,..., ain.) are not identical for distinct values of i. 
The standard form of 0 is assumed to be 0. 
4SI/I2/3-9 
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Extensions of the above type have been considered by C. W. Curtis [Y]. 
Proof. The assertion is clear for a left twisted polynomial extension of 
a domain. Ak easy transfinite induction sufhccs to conclude the proof. 
'I'HEOREM 2.7. Let R D[xo , pii : 0 L p < a] be a domain. If  i1T is a 
left localizable monoid in D and ;f P(~(;‘~I) C 112 for 0 < 13 -; N then 3f is a left 
localizable monoid in K. 
Proof. An easy transfinite induction using Proposition 2.3 suffices. 
THEOREM 2.8. R I)[+ , p,, : 0 _ /3 ‘._ CY] is a left Ore domain if U is 0 
left Ole domain. 
Proof. An easy transfinite induction using Proposition 2.4 suffices. 
Set [Y] for an alternative proof. 
Kccall that K, stands for u.,,- ,j I?:. 
I,EluJlA 2.9. R == D[.Q , pB : 0 G: fl -: LX] is a pli-domain if each 
R, ~~- D[s.,, , p., : 0 < y  ’ : /3] is a pli-llomainfor /3 c., a. 
Proof. The lemma is trivial if OL is a nonlimit ordinal. Let 1 be a nonzero 
left ideal of R. Let /\ < 01 be an ordinal such that I A R, + (0), say 
I n R, R,,f, f t Rf (as R, is a pli-domain). We shall show that 1 -~~~ Rf. 
Clearly 12 Rf. To prove the other inclusion, it suffices to show that x^, E Rf 
for X < p < CY; for then using the standard form of elements in R, it can 
be readily seen that I C Rf. Let X <: CL < 01. Then R, - R,[x,, , pu] and 
f E Z?,” By Theorem 2.5, p,(f) E U(I?,), and 
'~'HEOREM 2.10. R 7 I1)[xB , pa : 0 < /3 < CY] is a @i-domain if and only 
if I3 is a @i-domain and P,~(R~) C U(D) fey 0 < /3 < oi. 
Proof. I f  II is a pli-domain and pO($) C c’(D) for 0 < ,G C. cx then a 
transfinite induction on p using Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 2.9 shows that R 
is a pli-domain. 
Suppose R is a pli-domain. Clearly, H is also a generalized left twisted 
polynomial estcnsion of R, ; in fact, 
H = R&q, , pA : ,?I < h < a]. 
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It is easy to see that the left ideal I of R,[x, , P,, : /3 < h < a] generated by 
the set {.Y,, : /3 < h < a} is an ideal of R and R/I g R, . Thus every R, , 
(P < n), is a pli-domain. Since R, : &[.Y~, pB] for 0 < /3 < a, it follows 
from Theorem 2.5 that p<(Rz) C I:(R,,). H owevcr it is easy to see that 
C-(X,,) 7 r-(D). This completes the proof. 
3. In this section, we give a construction to prove the following 
theorem. 
‘hEORE:RI 3.1. Let k he an arbitrary skew field and let N > 1 be an arbitrary 
wdinal. There exists a skew field K containing k as a subskezo$eld and a domain 
R -= K[s, , p!j : 0 < /3 < a] such that for 0 < p < (Y, 
Further, if k 1 2; N, then R may be so chosen that 1 R 1 = K,; 01 I. 
The proof is carried out in two steps. Firstly we construct a special monoid 
;II,, for each ordinal 01. We then take the monoid-ring k(MJ of M, over k 
and show that a certain submonoid Iv of k(MJ* is left localizable in k(MJ. 
The required ring R turns out to be k(AZ,), . The cardinality restriction is 
easy to obtain. 
Re recall a few things about monoids. A monoid M is cancellative if 
ah ~ ac or ba = ca implies b = c. I f  {Mj : i E 1} is a non-empty family of 
monoids then J& ilZi denotes their weak direct product (i.e., for every 
element, all but a finite number of coordinates are unity and multiplication 
is coordinatewise.) ibi : M, - nz, Mi denotes the ith canonical injection. 
The set of cndomorphisms (rcsp. mono-endomorphisms) of a monoid M 
is itself a monoid under composition as the multiplication; this monoid is 
denoted by G(M) (resp. .J’G(N)). 
1Ve shall require an analogue of the construction of a semi-direct product 
of groups. Cf. ([Ill; p. 88). Let M and :W be monoids and let v  : M-t 6(M) 
bc a homomorphism. The semi-direct product of ill with M’ by p, denoted 
by Jr X, z1Z’, is the monoid on ;II x 112’ with the following rule of multi- 
plication: 
(a, b)(a, , bd = (av44 bh) 
where a, a1 E M; b, b, E 111’ and g?t, = v(b). It is easy to see that M ;(:, $1’ 
is cancellative if and only if ;11 and M’ are cancellative and v(;M’) C JZti”(M). 
The following definition formulates the special kind of monoids we need. 
DEFIXITION Let M be a concellative monoid and B = {b, : 0 < h < 7) 
be a set of generators of M indexed by the set of all nonzero ordinals less than 
a certain ordinal 7. Let r: be the well-order on B induced by the well-.order 
@r/12/3-9* 
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on the set (A : 0 < h < T]. (B, <) is called a basis of M if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(Bl) Every element of AZ can be uniquely expressed in the form 
where 0 < 01~ ,< ... < Al, < 7. 
(B2) For 0 < p < h < T, there exists 0 < y  < X such that 
b,bfi = b,b, . 
The following lemma is clear. 
LEMMA 3.2. (a) Let I be a non-empty well-ordered set. Let M be a monoid 
and M = (Jisl M, where each Mi is a submonoid of M having a basis (Bi , ci). 
Let (B, , <J be an initial segment of (Bj , <j) whenever i, jE I, i < j. Let 
B = uitl Bi be given the unique well-order < which is compatible with c1 
on B, for each i E I. Then (B, <) is a basis of AT. 
(b) Let (Mn : n E Z+> be a family of monoids. Let (B, , <,) be a basis of Al,, 
for each n E Z+. Then n,“E,+ Mn has B =: iJnsZ+ &,(B,) as a basis where B 
is given the well-order of a well-ordered sum of well-ordered sets. 
(c) Let (B, <) and (B’, <‘) be bases of M and M’ respectively. Let 
q2 : M’ - &6(M) be a homomorphism such that ~J,(B) C B for every x E AI’. 
Let B = ((B, e’)> u {(e, B’)} be given the well-order of a sum. Then B is a 
basis of M X, M’. 
We now begin the construction needed to prove theorem 3.1. The following 
lemma forms the first step in the construction. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let DL > 1 be an arbitrary ordinal. There exist ordinals 17 and 
8, a monoid M with / A4 i = X,i a: I and a basis B = {bi3 : 0 < ,6 < 0} of M 
such that the set (5 : v  C< 8 < 0} is order-isomorphic to {[ : 0 <. 4 < a> and 
the following condition holds: 
(B3) If  0 < /3 < X < 0 and 7 < X then there exist 0 < y  < 7 such that 
bnbu =: b.,b,\ . 
It may be worthwhile to note the difference between (B2) and (B3). As 
our monoid has a basis, (Bl) and (B2) assert that given ,R, h with /3 c: A, there 
exists a unique y  with y  < A such that xP+ 7 x.,,x~ . (B3) asserts more than 
the inequality y  < X if /3 happens to belong to the tail (5 : 7 < E < 8). We 
shall see that this tail plays a crucial role in the second stage of our con- 
struction. 
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Proof. Let L, be the free monoid on a singleton set {br} = B, . Clearly 
B, with the trivial well-order is a basis of L, . 
We now describe an iterative procedure. Suppose, for some ordinal 
,\ > 1, the set {LA, : 0 < h’ < h} of monoids is obtained by iteratively 
applying the procedure described below to L, . Then it happens that 
(Tl) each L,, has a basis (B,, , <A,). 
(T2) if 0 < A1 < h, < h then LA1 is a submonoid of L,z and (B,+ , <,,) 
is an initial segment of (BAt , <,,,). 
Put 
and 
Then there is a unique monoid structure on EA which is compatible with the 
monoid structure on L,,, for each Jt’, 0 < h’ < /\. Also, there is a unique 
well order, say in , on B,, which is compatible with <,,, on B,, for each h’, 
0 < h’ < h. By Lemma 3.2 (a), (B, , q,,) is a basis of E,, . Let 
Lf = Jy Lhn 
nez+ 
where each L,, is the monoid &, . Identify E,, with #,(&,). Let 
Bh* = u A@,). 
ntz+ 
Because of our identification, #,(B,) = B,\ . Let <f be the unique well-order 
on Bf defined as a well-ordered sum of well-ordered sets. By Lemma 3.2 (b), 
(Bf , <,“) is a basis of L,* . 
Define a mapping 
as follows: every element of LA* is a sequence (uJnsZ+ and a, = 1 in & for 
all but finitely many n. Put 
where u; = 1 and uk+r = u, for every n E Z+. It is clear that g, is a mono- 
endomorphism of L,* and g,(B,*) C B,* . Let b, be an element (of a 1arge:r set) 
which is not in L,* . Let F, be the free monoid on the singleton set {b,). Let 
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be the homomorphism defined by ~52 l S,P for ?z = 0, I,.... Define 
L, = Lh* x <{pn , 
Identify the first coordinate monoid of L, with L,: . Define 
and define a well-order <,, on B, as follows: on BF , <,t and <A agree; b,, is 
the least element of B, . Lemma 3.2 (c) shows that (B,, , <,,) is a basis 
of L, . The various identifications made in the above procedure show that 
(Tl) and (T2) hold for all A’, 0 -I: A’ X. This shob3.s that our procedure 
can be iterated at any nonlimit ordinal stage. 
Suppose A, is a limit ordinal and suppose WC have obtained sets 
(LA, : 0 < A’ < A) of monoids satisfying (Tl) and (T2) for ever!- h C: A,, 
Then it is clear that the set {LA, : 0 a:’ A’ --, AU] of monoids also satisfies 
(Tl) and (T2). Thus our procedare can bc iterated at any limit ordinal stage 
also. 
Since we have explicitly given L, with a basis B, and since we have shown 
that our procedure enables us to construct a specific monoid L, with a basis 
(B, , <n) in terms of {L,,, : 0 < A’ CC A) with bases (B,,, , cA,), we have 
obtained a monoid L, with a basis (B, , <,,) for every ordinal X ‘i 0. 
We emphasize that L, is not just a monoid with basis obtained from 
{L,,, : 0 < A’ < AS by a specific procedure but each I,,1, , h’ > 1 is itself 
obtained from earlier ones by the same procedure. As the structure of L, is 
clear and as our procedure is iterative and not hard to see through, we know 
a set of defining relations for I;, for the generating set B,d . 
Now, let cx > 1 be the ordinal stated in the lemma. If a is a nonlimit 
ordinal, say 01 z-m X + 1, then let 
,I2 = L, and (B, c) == (B,, , <,\). 
I f  a: is a limit ordinal, let 
M z L, and (B, <) z (I%, z,). 
AS X . X = X . N, = X holds cf. ([26], p. 392), we get i M ~ = X, . / N (. 
Observe that for each A, (0 < X < CC), (B,! , <J is an initial segment of 
(B, <) and (B, , <,J has b,j as the last element. Let I .: {b, : 0 CC h < a} 
i.e., I is the subset of (B, <) consisting of the last element of (B,, , <,J for 
every 0 < X < 01. We need the following 
SUBLEMMA: I f  b, E I, b E B - I and 6, < b as elements of (B, <) then 
bb, = b,b. (5) 
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Proof of the Sublemma. Let [ = min {< : b E BS). Clearly X < [ since 
b, is the last element of (B,, , <n) and b $ I. As b E B, m= Bz u {b,} and 27 4 I, 
we have b E BT . Now BF = UnEZ7 &(BE) and I,!JJBJ are mutually disjoint. 
Thus b t #m(B5) for precisely one positive integer m. If  m :--= 1 then dlle to 
our identifications, b E $,(B,) = B, = lJiz--( R, SO that b t B, for some 
!L <: l. However, this contradicts our choice of [. ‘Thus b E $,,L(BC) fat 
precisely one integer wz > 1. As X < c, b,, E BC = G1(B5). Clearly, b and b, 
commute as elements of Lf . As Lf is a submonoid of :19, the sublemma is 
proved. 
\Ve are now in a position to finish the proof of Lemma 3.3. \Ve define a 
new well-order say 3 on B as follows: On I and B ~ I, take 3 to be the 
restriction of < but make every element of I follo\v cverv element of Ei - I 
in the order 3. As 3 is defined as a well-ordered sum of two well-ordered 
sets, 3 is a well-order on B. IJsing (5), it is easy to SW that (B, 3) is a basis 
of ill. 
Let (B, 3) be indexed by the set of all nonzero ordinals less than a certain 
ordinal 8. Let 7 be the subscript of b, in this new indexing where b, j.s the 
only element in the basis B, of L, The lemma clearlv holds for these values 
of N and 7. This completes the proof of lemma 3.3. 
The next lemma relates monoids with bases to generalized left twisted 
polynomial extensions. The following notation will be convenient. Suppose M 
as an arbitrary monoid with a basis B = {bu : 0 < /3 < 8). Then .1:ldv 
denotes the submonoid of M generated by (blj : 0 < ,B .< yJ and 
Ill”,, = (),, y  Mu. Also ~12~ =: (11. It is clear that hfy and 117y have 
{b,j : 0 < ,8 -< y} and {b, : 0 < /3 < y). as bases respectively. 
I f  A is a ring and M is an arbitrary monoid, the monoid ring of ;Vi’ 
over A is denoted by A(M). Recall that the additive group of A(:W) is the free 
left A-module of formal A-linear combinations of elements of :I[. The multi- 
plication in A(M) is defined by identifying the unity of A with the unity of 
;I1, assuming the distributive laws and the rule 
(h,a,)(X,n,) = X,h, a,~, 
forh,tA,a,EM,i= 1,2. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A be a domain and M be a monoid with a basis 
B = {bB : 0 < /3 < 8}. Then A(M) is u genevalixed left tzuisted polynomial 
extension of A with a chain {A(Mfi) : p < l3> of tzuisted subdomains from 
A to A(%‘). B is a set of indeterminates in A(M) ouer A. 
Proof. A(Ml) is clearly a polynomial ring in one commuting indeterminate 
6, over A. Thus A(M1) is a generalized left twisted polynomial extension 
of A with {A(MO), AIM])) as a chain of twisted subdomains from A to A(Ml). 
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Further, (6,) is a basis of il,P and also a set of indeterminates in A(M1) over 
A. 
We now proceed by a transfinite induction. For each y, y  < /3, suppose 
r\(M) is a generalized left twisted polynomial extension of A with 
(A(M7) : 7 < r} as a chain of twisted subdomains from A to A(Mv). Further, 
suppose {b, : 0 < 7 < y} is a set of indeterminates in A(MY) over A. Then 
UviB A(IcZy) = A(MB) is clearly a generalized left twisted polynomial 
extension of A with a chain {A : y  < p} of twisted subdomains from A 
to A(lW). Also, {b., : 0 < y  < j?} is a set of indeterminates in A(M,) over A. 
Let a E MB be an arbitrary element. Since (6, : 0 < X < /3> is a generating .~ 
set (in fact, a basis) of MB, we can repeatedly use (B2) and get an element 
a’ E Ma such that 
b,a == a’b, . 
Since M is cancellative, a’ is uniquely determined by a. It is clear that the 
mapping a tt a’ is a mono-endomorphism of %@; it can thus be uniquely 
extended to a ring monomorphism say pu : A(Mfl) + A(ikP) which is trivial 
on A. In A(Mf’), we now have 
for every c E A(MB). It is now clear that 
4-J@) = W@)P, , P,& 
This completes the transfinite induction. It is now easy to complete the proof. 
The following lemma is the second stage of our construction. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let k be an arbitrary skew field. Let M be a monoid with a 
basis (6, : 0 < ,t3 < ~9} and let 7 be an ordinal such that (B3) is satisfied in 111. 
Let i@ = Mn and N = k(a)*. Then N is a left localizable monoid in k(M). 
Let R = k(M), . Then R contains a left quotient skew field K of k(a) and R 
has the form 
R = K[b, , ,+ : rl -< ,8 < Q] 
where 
&V., , PY : 7 < Y < PI> C K 
for every 8,~ ,< P < 0. 
Proof. As we have already remarked, ii? has (bB : 0 < p < T} as a basis. 
Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 3.4 show that k(m) and k(M) are left Ore domains. 
It is easy to see that 
k(M) = k(ti)[b, , p0 : 7 < j3 < 01. 
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Condition (B3) shows that for every p with 7 < /3 < 0, we have ps(N) c N. 
Since K(a) is a left Ore domain, N is a left localizable monoid in I,:(a). 
Theorem 2.7 now shows that N is a left localizable monoid in k(M). We can 
thus form the domain R = k(M), . Clearly, 
K = {a-lb 1 a, b E k(iti); a f  0) 
is a subskew field of R which is also a left quotient skew field of /z(A). It is 
evident that b, $ K for 7 < /3 < 8. 
For 77 < /3 < 8, let 
D, = k(&‘)[b, , pv : 17 ,:=, y  < /3] 
and 
4 = W@)[b, , P-, : 7 d Y < PI. 
Since N is left localizable in K(M) and p,T(iV) C 1%’ for 17 < /3 < 8, it follows 
from Theorem 2.7 that N is a left localizable monoid in each D, and D0 , 
7 < /3 < 8. Also, by Theorem 2.1, pB can be uniquely extended to a mono- 
endomorphism of (o,), ; We shall denote the extended map also as pa . 
Then ,D&(D&,,) C K as is seen by using (B3). Now {K} u {(DB)N : 7 < fi < 0) 
is a chain of twisted subdomains from K to R, (D,), = (D&[b, , pa] and 
R = K[b, , ps : r] < p < 01. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Existence of R and K follows from Lemmas 3.3 
and 3.5. The assertion about cardinality is an immediate consequence of 
the cardinality restriction on the moid constructed in Lemma 3.3. This finishes 
the proof. 
4. In this section, we consider the following situation. 
K - a skew field 
R = K[3$, , pR : 0 < /3 < a] 
ii, = K[x, , ,J? : 0 < y  < /3] 
R, = Gbfi , ml 
in C K for o<p<cf. 
\C’e shall maintain this notation throughout this section. It was shown in 93 
that the above situation can be realized for every ordinal a: > 1. 
THEOREhl 4.1. R is a @i-domain. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 2.10. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If q is a nonconstant manic monomial in the standard 
fawn in {.x0 : 0 < /3 < CX> then Rq is a nonzero proper two-sided ideal of R. 
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Proof. M:e have 
\‘,;(I - P;,(4% . 
It follows that Rx, is a nonzero proper ideal of K. The proof is completed 
by observing that if Ry and Rz are two-sided ideals then Ry . Rz -= Ryx is 
also a two-sided idcal of R. 
LEnIsl:IA 4.3. The elenzetlts I }- .xB (0 T @ <I cx) are ~z’ght linearly inde- 
pendent oz’er R. 
Proof. Suppose II is the least positive integer for which there exists a 
non-trivial relation 
(6) 
where 0 < ,8, < *.. < /3,( and Y, E R”(i = I ,..., n). Let y  be the highest 
ordinal that occurs in the standard forms of yi , i = I,..., n, and 1 be the 
highest degree to which x,, occurs. Assume that (6) has the least value of y  
and for such a y  the least value of 1. 
I f  Y =- A! > we can regard 7, as elements of R,[x,, , p,,] and put them in the 
form 
where Y: E Ii,, and Y; E R, for i =- I ,..., 11. ‘i’hus, (6) becomes 
Regarding this as an equation in R,,[x, , p:,J, we get 
,z, (I -- ,Q) I-; = 0 z= f (I $ x”i) r; . 
2=1 
Minimality of y  and 1 now implies Y: = I; .= 0 and thus Y, = 0 for i = I,.,., II. 
This contradicts the assumed nontriviality of (6). 
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If Y < Pn then (6) becomes 
Regarding this as an equation in R, [~x/~,  puTj and equating coefficients of 
Sil I‘ ’ we get P:~~,(Y,,) ::: 0 ~ z,, (since p4 ‘is monomorphism.) As this contradicts 
minimality of II, vvc must have y  = fly! . 
I,et 
wherePi, E Z?, andpiVLL f  0. I f  wzC > m, $ lforatleastonei,i=l,..., 12-1, 
then equating the coefficients of the highest power of X, in (6) we get a non- 
trivial relation of the form (6) containing fewer than TZ terms. As this possibility 
is rulled out, we must have mni -< m,, + 1 _: m say, for i = l,,.., ~1 - 1. 
Putting pi,,, =-= 0 if m, < m for i ~~ l,..., n - I, and equating coefficients 
of .x,“’ in (6), we get 
(7) 
Since Z, I( ,,(-r + 0 and pU is a monomorphism in K, u = pB,(& +r) is a unit 
in R. It is easy to see tha”t (7) gives the following relation: 
Since (8) has fewer than n terms, it must be a trivial relation so that 
Hence 1 : xl3 E L:(R). However it is clear that U(R) = K* so that 
I +- slil 6 U(Rj. This completes the proof. 
Ll’e recall a definition. A ring A (with unity) is a left (resp. right) primitive 
ring if there exists a maximal left (resp. right) ideal Z of A such that (0) is the 
onlv two-sided ideal of A contained in Z. 
THEOREM 4.4. If  31 is a limit ordinal then R is vi@ primitive but not left 
primitiae. 
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Proof. Let I be any nonzero left ideal of R. By Theorem 4.1, 1 := Ra 
for some a E R*. As a: is a limit ordinal, there exists an ordinal X <: 01 which 
follows every ordinal that occurs as a subscript in the standard form of a. 
Thus a E R,, and K~ = [pn(a)]~‘xna. Thus Rx, C 1. By Proposition 4.2, Rx, is 
a twosided ideal of R. Hence R is not a left primitive ring. 
Let A = xO<oia (1 + x~) R. If  li = R then there exist 0 -:: /3i << ... (13, < (Y 
and ri E R* (; = I,..., n) such that 
Thus, 
As ~~(1 + x~,) f  1, this contradicts Lemma 4.3. Thus /l is a proper right 
ideal of R. Let Z be a maximal right ideal containing A; such a right ideal 
exists by a routine application of Zorn’s lemma. Suppose Z contains a nonzero 
two-sided ideal T of R. Then, as shown above, there exists an ordinal 
h (0 < X < E) such that Rx, C T. Xow .Y,~ and 1 + X, are both in Z so that 
Z = R, a contradiction. Hence R is right primitive. This completes the proof. 
Let S denote the subset of all those elcmcnts of R which contain a nonzero 
element of K in their standard form. It is easy to see that, in R, product 
of two monomials remains a monomial when reduced to its standard form and 
that the product is an element of K*if and only if both monomials are elements 
of K*. These observations together with the uniqueness of standard form 
(Theorem 2.6) show that S is a monoid in R. 
THEOREM 4.5. S is a left localizable monoid it1 R. kzery element in R* 
can be expressed in the form sy where s E S and q is a manic monomial in the 
standard form. 
Proof, Let s E S and Y E R*. As R is a pli-domain, Rs Rr :-- Rf foi 
some feR*. Consequently, f  = u,s -1. blr; s = af; Y --- bf for some 
a, a, , b, 6, E R. These give 
(1 - aai) s ub,r, i 
bqs =- (1 --bb,)r. I 
I f  a F$ S then clearly au, $ S so that (I - aal) s E S and ub,r 4 S. As this 
contradicts the first of equations (9), wc have a E S. Now if b, E S then ab, E S 
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and the first of equations (9) gives a left common multiple and if b, $ S then 
1 - bb, E S and the second of equations (9) gives a left common multiple. 
Hence S is a left localizable monoid in R. 
Now, let Y E R* be arbitrary. If, in the standard form, Y has a nonzero term in 
K then r E S. Otherwise, the standard form of Y is I = Cy=, qi , where pi are all 
non-constant monomials. Put qi = qixDj (; -= I,..., n) where qj are monomials 
in the standard form containing indeterminates whose subscripts do not 
follow pi . Let X be the least of ,& , i = l,,..., n. I f  j$ >, A then we have 
It follows that 
Clearly, the length of the monomial q$B,(xA)]-lxO, in its standard form 
equals the length of the monomial q;xui = qi if Pi > X. It follows that the 
sum of the lengths of the monomials qi(i == l,..., n) is strictly greater than the 
sum of the lengths of the monomials in the cofactor of T in (10). An induction 
is thus available. This completes the proof. 
We recall some definitions. A ring A is a local ring if A has a unique maximal 
left ideal. A domain A is a left (resp. right) fir if every left (resp. right) ideal 
is free and A has the invariant basis property. (See [6] for details.) A domain A 
is a (noncommutative) unique factorization domain if every nonzero element 
of A has a factorization as a product of a finite number of irreducible elements 
and a few things more (relating uniqueness which we shall not need.) See [.5j 
for details. Let A be a domain and a E A * ; dim a is the supremum of the 
lengths of chains of left ideals in the interval [Aa, A]. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let P =: R, . Euery left ideal of P is a two-sided ideal and 
has the form Pq where q is a manic monomial in the standard form. The set of 
two-sided ideals of P is well-ordered under re?;erse inclusion. P is a local pli- 
domain. If J denotes the Jacobson radical of P then J = Px, and Jo I P.Q for 
0 < ,!3 < 01. If 01 > 2 then P contains elements of infinite dimension, P is a left 
$r but not a right $r and P is not a unique factorization domain. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.5, S is a left localizable monoid in R so that P := R, 
exists. As R is a pli-domain, it can be easily seen that P is also a pli-domain. 
Using Theorem 4.5, it follows that every nonzero left ideal of P has the form 
Pq where q is a manic monomial in the standard form. 
Let 0 < /\ < 01 and s E S. Let s = a + rF=r qi be the standard form of s, 
where a E K* and qi (i = l,..., 71) are nonconstant monomials in the standard 
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form. If  qi E R, for some i then xnqi ~ pn(qL)xn where pA(qi) E K*. I f  qt $ R, 
then the last indeterminate in qi is X, with X -:r p < o(. Using 
s, ~ [pu(xn)]-‘sexA 
if A < p, we can express x,,ql as 91.~2~ where (I; is a nonconstant monomial in 
the standard form. We thus have 
where the constant term of ~,~(n) l:F_, ~1 is ~,,(a -(- z,ii,CRA (I,). As p,\ is a 
monomorphism in K, this terms is nonzero. Thus, oh(n) rm C%l_, q: is an 
element of S. It follows that s,,s~’ t ET,{ for ever\- s c- ,S. As Rx,, is a tn-o-sided 
ideal of R by Proposition 4.2, Ryn is a twosided ideal of P for eve~‘v 
A (0 < X < u). It is now clear that every- left ideal of P is a two-sided ideal 
(cf. proof of Proposition 4.2). 
Let 
and 
.I1 .,. 1, 
41 = ,'q 
.x';L. 1. 
be nonconstant manic monomials in the standard forms. If  a,; < PI1 then 
shows that Pq2 C Pq, . Similarly 01,; /& implies Pqp 2 Pq, . I f  Oli,. == /$, 
and In- < MZ, then 
x 
8% = [p,“q .. . “~:I;)]-’ x,,d; .‘. bxic,, 
shows that qn E Px~+I C Pql so that J’q2 i- Pq, . I f  01~ ~~ ,& and I,. .=- M,~ then 
Pq, 2 Pq, . An induction is now available to show that the set of two- 
sided ideals of P is totally ordered under reverse inclusion viz. 1, < 1, if and 
only if Ii 11, . Since P is a pli-domain, it has the maximum condition on 
left ideals.‘Thus the minimum condition holds when the set of ideals is 
ordered under reverse inclusion. The set of twosided ideals is thus wel!- 
ordered under reverse inclusion. 
It is clear from above that Ps, is the unique maximal left ideal of P so 
that J = Px, and P is a local pli-domain. 
Let /3 be an ordinal, 0 < /3 < 01. Suppose /’ 2 Pxy holds for all 0 q: y  < /3. 
I f  ,B is a nonlimit ordinal, say ,B = h -1. 1, then 
Jfl = J . J” 2 Px, . PxA = Pxlx, . 
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Now, 
shows that PxB C Px,x,, so that Pxa C Jfi. I f  /3 is a limit ordinal then 
JR = n JY 2 n P.?, 2 psM . 
o-r--a a..“,. -a 
This completes the transfinitc induction and shows that J’ 2 Px, for 
o<p<a. 
If  a: > 2, then xZ = [P~(~x~)]- rxaxl~~ for evrrv rz t Z’ shows that x2 is of 
infinite dimension in P. It also shows that x2 has no factorization in terms of 
irreducible elements so that P is not a unique factorization domain. Since P 
is a pli-domain, it is clear that every left ideal of P is free. As P has a left 
quotient skew field it follows [6] that P has the invariant basis property. Thus 
.P is a left fir. It now follows (Theorem 2.8 of [6]) that P is not a right fir. 
This completes the proof. 
Proof. 1Ve shall prove both the inclusions simultaneously. Observe that 
R, is also a pli-domain and therefore has a left quotient skew field, sav 0 ,.,A. 
Theorem 2.1 shows that pn : R, - K can be uniquely extended to a mono- 
morphism pn : 0, -> K. Let 
a == [p,&g] -l~xA[p,I(.qJ] -?q9 
which is an element of R and also of P. Considering a as an element of 0, , 
we get 
a = P”&“^Bl) pA([pR(.q,)]-l) p&J s* 
== (pA{x,l[pB(x.,)]-’ .Q}) &TA 
= p”*(X,l) x,J = [p&J]-l XA . 
This establishes both the inclusions. If  either of the inclusions is an equality 
then 
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where y  is an element of R or P as the case may be. We then have 
NA = PA&3h&Yr1~AY 
-_ Pn([Pu(X,.)I--l~~~~)[P~(S)l-‘,FrY 
= P,~([P”(x,)l-‘)P~(~~~)~~Y 
= ad%J-%Y 
C’ancelling x,~ from both sides we get 
1 = [p&l,)]-‘xay. 
Thus X~ E U(R). As U(R) = K*, this is a contradiction. This proves the 
lemma. 
The following two theorems are due to B.L. Osofsky ([24], [25J). 
THEOREM 4.8. I f  / R ~ < X, then 
1 l.gl.dim R - r.gl.dim R I .< n + 1. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let n/IX be a right R-module such that a EM, Y E R and 
ar == 0 implies either a = 0 or Y = 0. Let M = Uisl aiR where {aiR : i E I} 
form a totally ordered chain under inclusion. Let Q, be the$rst ordinal of cardi- 
nality N, and put Qn_, = I. Then, for n 3: - 1, 
pd(M) :: n +- 1 
if and only if the set of all ordinals <J& is co&al in the set (a,R : i E I} under 
inclusion. 
We are now in a position to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.10. If I < n :cg a, there exists a pli-domain D such that 
r.gl.dim D = n. D can be taken to be a local pli-domain. 
Proof. By Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, for every ordinal a. > 1, there exists 
a pli-domain R with ; R I = N,i pi i. It is easy to see that for the corresponding 
local pli-domain P, we have / R 1 = ~“1 01 ~. Choose u = Qn + 1. As R and P 
are both pli-domains but not skew fields, 
l.gl.dim R = l.gl.dim P == 1. 
Thus, the cardinality restriction on R and P and Theorem 4.8 imply that 
r.gl.dim R < n + 2 
and 
r.gl.dim P < n + 2. 
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However, taking h = Q, in Lemma 4.7 and applying Theorem 4.8, R and P 
have a right ideal whose homological dimension is n + 1. By the global 
dimension theorem [I], right global dimensions of R and P must be at least 
n + 2. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. If 1 < m < n < co the?1 there esists a left JVoetli’erian 
domain D with left global dimension m and right global dimension II. 
Proof. I f  m = n = CC, any nonregular local commutative Noetherian 
domain will work. If  m is finite, take the domain A given by Theorem 4.10 
with r.gl.dim fl = n - m + 1 and let D = A[tl ,..., t+J be the ring in the 
m - 1 commuting indeterminates over D. By a well-known theorem of 
Kaplansky, [22] it follows that l.gl.dim D = m and r.gl.dim D = n. Since A 
is a pli-domain, by Hilbert basis theorem, D is a left Noetherian domain. 
This completes the proof. 
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